
Piano Safari Repertoire: A Method Like No
Other

The world of piano education is constantly evolving, with new methods and
approaches emerging regularly. Piano teachers and students alike are always on
the lookout for innovative and effective techniques that can enhance the learning
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experience. One such method that has gained significant recognition and
popularity is the Piano Safari Repertoire approach.

The Evolution of Piano Teaching

Traditional piano teaching methods have often relied on repetitive drills, rote
memorization, and a focus on technique separate from musicality. However, the
Piano Safari Repertoire method takes a different approach by integrating
technique, reading skills, and musicality right from the beginning.
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What Makes Piano Safari Repertoire Unique?

Piano Safari Repertoire is based on the belief that musical development should
be nurtured alongside technical development. The curriculum consists of
specially designed pieces that gradually progress in difficulty, allowing students to
build a strong foundation while exploring various musical styles and genres. This
method also emphasizes creative interpretation and expressive playing, aiming to
foster a deep love and understanding of music in every student.

Benefits of Using Piano Safari Repertoire
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Engaging Repertoire: Piano Safari Repertoire features a diverse selection
of pieces that are not only educational but also enjoyable to play. Students
are exposed to a wide range of musical styles, helping them develop a well-
rounded understanding and appreciation of music.

Integrated Technique: Unlike traditional methods that separate technical
exercises from actual music, Piano Safari Repertoire seamlessly integrates
technical elements within the repertoire itself. This approach enables
students to apply the techniques they learn directly to the pieces they are
playing, reinforcing their understanding and facilitating faster progress.

Reading Skills: Piano Safari Repertoire focuses heavily on developing
strong reading skills. Each piece in the curriculum is carefully selected to
provide opportunities for students to practice and refine their note-reading
abilities. This intentional approach ensures that students become confident
and proficient readers, setting them up for success in their musical journey.

Expressive Playing: Piano Safari Repertoire places great emphasis on
developing expressive playing skills. Students are encouraged to explore
dynamics, phrasing, and interpretation right from the beginning, cultivating
their musicality and enabling them to truly connect with the music they are
playing.

Teacher Resources: Piano Safari Repertoire provides comprehensive
teacher resources, including lesson plans, videos, and supplementary
materials. These resources help teachers effectively implement this method
in their teaching, ensuring a consistent and targeted approach that
maximizes student learning and engagement.

Student Motivation: With its engaging repertoire and focus on musicality,
Piano Safari Repertoire keeps students motivated and excited about their



piano journey. Students are more likely to practice regularly and willingly
invest time and effort into their musical development when they are enjoying
the pieces they are playing.

Success Stories

Numerous piano teachers and students have experienced remarkable success
using the Piano Safari Repertoire method. Students not only develop strong
technical skills but also develop a deep passion for music and a lifelong love for
playing the piano. This method has proven to be effective for students of all ages
and levels, inspiring them to reach new heights in their musical journey.

The Piano Safari Repertoire method has revolutionized piano teaching by offering
a comprehensive and engaging curriculum that focuses on developing both
technical skills and musicality. It fosters a love for music in students, encourages
expressive playing, and helps them become confident and proficient readers.
With its unique approach and proven track record of success, Piano Safari
Repertoire truly stands out as a method like no other.
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Repertoire Book 1 is the first book in the Piano Safari Method. Students ages 6 -
10 begin learning the foundations of piano through this book and the correlating
Sight Reading & Rhythm Cards for Book 1. Designed to provide a solid
foundation for beginners, Repertoire Book 1 contains key elements that promote
the well-rounded development of each student: Rote Pieces, Reading Pieces,
Technical Exercises, Improvisation Pieces, and Theory.

For more information, videos, and the Teacher Guide, please visit
pianosafari.com.
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